
Auntie-Freeze1 2017 artist catalogue

1. Ema Epps - Woman artist using energy of colour, collaborates in performances via 
actions and written words, sound.    www.emamanoepps.com
2. Franscesca Pappacoda - The works I make explore the connection of our bodies to 
materiality. fpappacoda.13@googlemail.com 
3. Kate Murdoch - works with found objects centres around a lifelong passion for 
collecting. katemurdoch@ntlworld.com 
4 & 61. Pat Hayward - Its very brave, I visit cave, To sit and draw, It cost a score. 
hutch38@icloud.com 
5. LevaKausteklyte - This is him. d9verbickas@googlemail.com 
6. Constantine Elijah - Observer-photographer, post-minimalist filmmaker and decent 
coffee appreciator. I’m holding the best conversation by staying quiet. 
constantine.elijah@mail.com 
7. Edmund Spencer - Return to cave, We have lost our integrity. 
edmund_spencer8@yahoo.co.uk 
8. Will Peck - A visual document taken from my ongoing study of technological devices. 
willpeck22@hotmail.co.uk 
9. Jenni Hodgson - is an abstract, process-based painter interested in creating 
ambiguous, painterly spaces.  jennilhodgson@gmail.com 
10. Martin Woolley - Despite suffering from ham-fistedness Martin stubbornly continues to 
make art only a mother could like. martin.woolley@tmwk.co.uk 
11. Lydia Gardner - I am a fighter not a lover around injustice. I say resist. So shoot 
me. www.lydiagardner.net 
12. PolySara - Local artist fascinated by people , places and spaces; 30 postcards series  
living and breathing Pimlico. polysara@yahoo.com 
13. Gabriel Andreu - constructs and deconstructs the masculine subject of the XXI 
century in a quest to find himself, in his exploration of identity. www.gabrielandreu.me 
14. Nora Nadoban - I'm a professional fine art painter who works with traditional mediums 
to create figurative artwork. nnadoban@gmail.com 
15. Jheni Arboine - Painter, concrete poet, semiotics of wellbeing, graduate of Chelsea 
College of Arts UAL. arboinejheni@gmail.com 
16. Nigel Turner - Caveman available for odd jobs. cavepimlico@gmail.com 
17. Finnula Campbell - made this after a day in Dublin. Feeling mad with joy and not 
drugs. www.finnulacampbell.co.uk 
18. Glen Riches - I work in stained glass and like folk stories/London folk lore created in 
glass. glen_riches@outlook.com 
18.1. Maki Blaki - Maciej Blazejewski: post contemporary cliches, ironies & jokes of 
human condition & people's stupidity within politics & economy. 
www.maciejblazejewski.com 
18.2. Constantine Elijah - Observer-photographer, post-minimalist filmmaker and decent 
coffee appreciator. I’m holding the best conversation by staying quiet. 
constantine.elijah@mail.com 
19. Virginia Waterhouse - Painter; teacher; gardener; Remainer; great-grandmother. My 
abstracted landscapes explore how colour influences our emotional response. 
waterhov@hotmail.co.uk 
20.  Irene Godfrey - I make abstracted paintings and prints about place and time. 
Fluorspar series: digging the earth.  www.irene-godfrey.moonfruit.com 
21. A M Hanson - photo series surveys London as a studio space, creating scenes for 
solitude and encounter. www.alexcalledsimonprojects.com 
22. Molly Rose Butt - My practice stems from painting and is rooted in an engagement 
with the natural world. www.mostlytrouble.com 
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23. Anna Lees - I create playful, colourful compositions that aim to evoke a sense of 
wonder and humour. annalees.artist@gmail.com 
24. FREDRIX VERMIN - Vessels floating on a sea of commerce. Civilised Domicile is the 
greatest cause of savagery. fredvernon@live.co.uk 
25. Isabelle Gressel - focuses on repetitive movements, creating works that highlight the 
choreography of gestures in urban landscapes. isabellegressel.com 
26. Tracey Payne - Making objects, filling spaces where people will be alarmed and will 
laugh.  Slapstick, accidents, surprises. www.traceypayne.com 
27. Robin Rutherford - is a self taught artist who teaches art and exhibits in galleries 
around London. mail@robinrutherford.co.uk 
28. Thomas George Clark - My paintings take the shit thrown at me & puke it up into 
prisms of light. thomasgeorgeclarke@outlook.com 
29. Karen Turner - Predominantly I am an artist. www.karenturnerabit.com 
30. Trish Hegarty - is an artist and designer.  She explores themes of weightlessness, 
toxicity and safety. trishihegarty@gmail.com 
31. Richard Mittens - I am an outside artist. richardmittens@hotmail.co.uk 
32. Kate Kotcheff -  is a multidisciplinary artist working with photography, installation and 
documentary film. kate.kotcheff@googlemail.com 
33. Sophie O’leary - Millbank based artist, painting abstract landscapes, most recognised 
for her kaleidoscopic use of colour. sophie_oleary@yahoo.co.uk 
34. Luisa-Maria MacCormack - explores transience, knowledge and ritual, blurring lines 
between historical and contemporary painting. luisamaria@londondrawinggroup.com 
35. G Turner - Independent outsider artist, fixer, musician, maker & writer; for the sake of 
it, for me. the.one.true.lich@gmail.com 
36. Glen Riches - I work ion stained glass and like folk stories/ London folk lore created in 
glass. glen_riches@outlook.com 
37. Daniel Raymond - Exploring the cinematic and psychological to anchor one's self on 
the waves of constant change. danielraymondart@gmail.com 
38. Hannah Teare - I am a student/freelance photographer, my photography focuses on 
childhood, the world around us and social issues. hannah-russell-teare@hotmail.co.uk 
39. Jessica Crowley - is a multi-disciplinary artist specialising in highly suggestive art for 
queers and weirdos. jesscrowley72@hotmail.com 
40. Lewi Quinn - is an artist who looks at expanding consciousness through substances 
etc  in video and print. lewiquinn@gmail.com 
41. Tunde Adedeji - I create hand designed pieces using different textured layers to 
create unique one off designs. tunde33@hotmail.co.uk 
42. Jack Blackburn - paints pictures of people who are terrifying and funny. 
jck_blackburn@yahoo.co.uk 
43. Adrian Dunn - Inspired by art that considers the relationships between interlocking 
forms and the flow of line. adriandunnad1@yahoo.co.uk 
44. Clare French - incorporates methods and materials from multiple forms of making to 
create poetic, abstract paintings. www.clarefrench.com 
45. Tracy Ward - Interested in our interaction with natural and manmade landscapes and 
the impact of our intervention. tracywd24@yahoo.co.uk 
45.1.  Karen Turner - Predominantly I am an artist. www.karenturnerabit.com 
46. Colin Staplehurst - Art for all. Everyone is an artist and everything is art. 
dicol61@aol.com 
 47. Steve Bennett - I like working with the immediacy of pastel, drawing built 
environments in London and Kent. appropriatebennett@outlook.com 
48. Anjie Lee - Happy sad shy extrovert insecure confident intelligent dozy quiet loud 
arrogant lovely flirty prudish contrary. anjie.lee1973@gmail.com 
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49. Olya Osipova - London based illustrator, Olya draws inspirations from architecture, 
interiors, fashion and the people this city attracts. www.olyaosipova.com 
50. Teri Anderson - is an artist whose work looks into abstraction and craft. 
terianderson@mail.com 
51. Silvia Kruprinska - I make installations and other art inspired by water, nature, and 
water filtration processes. www.silviakrupinska.net 
52. Cristina Popescu - I am a photographer and I studied film and digital photography 
and I would love this opportunity to share my work with other people. 
cristastyle@gmail.com 
53. Sheila Buckley - By utilising devices of our digital mass culture, I negotiate our climate 
of ubiquitous anxieties. sheilabuckley@outlook.com 
54. Gillian and Neil Ferguson - Gillian has recently completed her first 5 nights of life 
drawing ever. Neil is a trained artist who has exhibited nationally & internationally and 
lectured in art in London. neil.ferguson1955@gmail.com 
55. Kylee Eades - Leftie, arty, far too loud. Loves sticks. :) kyleeeades@gmail.com 
56. Geraldine Crimmins - Colour, texture and the human form are the themes of my art 
work. crimmins16@gmail.com 
57. Andrew Stanney - is an artist from the North of England. He now likes stained glass. 
andrewstanney@hotmail.com 
58. Julia Noble - I explore abstract painting through an unconventional use of materials in 
a process driven practice. www.noblejulia.com 
59. Darius Verbicas - This is his. www.dariusverbickas.com 
  
TIME BASED MEDIA 
Katie Tindle - is a part time everything. Some of the time she is an artist. 
katietindle@gmail.com 
Eden Mitsenmacher - Taking a critical yet engaging view of social, political and cultural 
issues plus ice cream. www.edenmitsenmacher.com 
Karen Turner - Predominantly I am an artist. www.karenturnerabit.com 
Constantine Elijah - Observer-photographer, post-minimalist filmmaker and decent coffee 
appreciator. I’m holding the best conversation by staying quiet. 
constantine.elijah@mail.com 
Gabriel Andreu - While studying in San Francisco the undulating environment made me 
consider the difficulties faced by disabled people. www.gabrielandreu.me 
Lewi Quinn - is an artist who looks at expanding consciousness through substances etc 
 in video and print. lewiquinn@gmail.com 
  
PERFORMANCE 
Jones Tensini - is a Brazilian artist. His mediums are performance art and painting. 
Freedom of expression!    tensinijones@yahoo.co.uk 
Jheni Arboine - Painter, concrete poet, semiotics of wellbeing, graduate of Chelsea 
College of Arts UAL.    arboinejheni@gmail.com 
Ema Epps - Woman artist using energy of colour, collaborates in performances via actions 
and written words, sound.    www.emamanoepps.com 
Edmund Spencer - Return to cave, We have lost our integrity.     
edmund_spencer8@yahoo.co.uk 
Ursula and Esther - Both of us are performance artists, and this joint poetry/movement 
piece is: Carving Our Caves!     ursulatroche@yahoo.co.uk   
estherbunting@gmail.com 
Tracey Smith - is a live artist and dodgy film-maker, embodying neurotic and mildly surreal 
characters.  smithtmonkey@hotmail.co.uk
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